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INTRODUCTION

In a review of the future programme of the biolog-
ical'control section of the Division of Entomology, C.S.I.R.O.,
consideration is, now being given to the biological control of
certain South African plants which have become established
weeds in Australia. The most important of such weeds are :

Oxalis pes- caprae (Oxalidaceae) - Soursob

Emex australis (Polygonaceae) - Spiñy:.emex, doublegee,
three- cornered jack

Homeria breyniana.(Iridaceae) - One- leaved cape tulip

Homeria miniata (Iridaceas) _ Two - leaved cape tulip

Lycium ferocissimum (Solanaceae) - African boxthórn

The States most seriously affected by these weeds are South
Australia, Western Australia, and Victoria, and enquiries
have recently been made in these States to ascertain_-:the...
present day significance .of the weeds. The. author.`._is grëatlÿ
indebted to Mr. A.F. Tideman, of the'South Australian Depart -.

ment of Agriculture, and Mr. G.R.W. Meadley, of the Wéstern
Australian Department of Agriculture, for arranging the
details of his visit to these States, and for putting their
knowledge and experience so freely at his disposal. 'To
Mr. R.H. Tully, of the Victorian Department of Crown Lands
and Survey, the author is, indebted for a summary of the.
significance of the weeds in Victoria.

SOURSOB

The most serious infestations of soúrsob are found
in South Australia, where the ar.ea:.carrying heavy ,infestations
has been variously estimated,:at....söme2,500-to 4,000 square
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miles, with perhaps double this area carrying light or
scattered infestations. Much of the land affected lies
in important sheep and cereal areas.._ .:. In_ Victoria soursob
is widely distributed and, although it does not yet cause
trouble on a scale comparable'_ with South Australia, it is
spreading and causing concern-as .t:d the future. In Western
Australia soursob is not at present a serious pest, being
mainly confined to orchards and vineyards. Again, however,
concern is felt about the possible future spread of the weed
into sheep and cereal areas.

At present some control of soursob is achieved ''_by
cultural methods depending on the knowledge that cultivation'
of .a soursob infested paddock at the time of :bulb exhaustion,
followedby another cultivation a month or só later, reduces .
the infestation to a reasonable level for the next . three or
four _years. In South Australia bulb exhaustion occurs :;some -.
six wó'eks after the opening rains of the winter growing:
season. Agricultural practice in the areas affected by
soursob is dominated by the restriction of the rainfall to
the winter and spring months and by the necessity of ex-
ploiting to a maximum the comparatively short growing season.
Cultivation of the land to control soursob seriously delays
the sowing of cereal crops which then become increasingly
dependent on the less reliable spring rains. It may become
necessary to sow only those cereal varieties-that will mature
rapidly.

In pastures soursob may almost completely replace
the original pasture plants. Sheep grazing.. on heavily
infested pastures suffer a chronic unthriftiness that often
proves fatal after two or three years. The presence of
soursob in pastures often requires a more frequent cultiv-
ation of the pastures, in order to apply cultural methods of
control, than is economically desirable.

In addition to causing serious damage to the cereal
and sheep industries, soursob is also a minor pest in the
vineyards, where it interferes with the growing of cover crops
necessary to maintain soil fertility.

Certain South Australian farmers have had to revise..
their ''farming systems as a result of soursob infestation.
Thus one former sheep breeder now only imports old ewes from
soursob -free stations and keeps them for :two, years to breed
fat lambs. The total_ life span of such ewes is relatively
unaffected by feed_,ing_on the toxic soursob pastures, while the

fat lambs are sold before they are affected by soursob ùn-
thriftiness. Another-farmer has changed from sheep rearing
to the fattening of imported beef cattle.



SPINY EIVIEX

Spiny emex is an important weed in both South
Australia and Western Australia. In South Australia it.is..
largely confined to the area north of Adelaide ,and: west ;. -of
the Flinders Range, and to the irrigated lands along the
River Murray. In Western Australia it is widely ;distrib-
uted .and abundant throughout the agricultural areas.

Spiny emex is a serious competitor for cereal
crops, providing seedling competition early in the season,
and moisture competition when the crops are growing. The
value of cereal hay containing emex is reduced. In improved
pastures it may replace the legumes. It. is avoided by stock.
In Victoria emex provides a minor local problem in the fruit .
areas around Mildura as a contaminant of dried fruits.

CAPE TULIPS

In. South Australia it is. estimated that about
50,000.; acres are infested with H. breyniana and. about 2000
acres with H. miniata. Both species are present in Western
Australia. In Victoria several thousand acres were infest-
ed with.H. miniata. ,...H. breyniana is widely distributed
through the south - western part of the. State, and heavy
infestations axe .fregiient.

Cape tulips are toxic plants and cause economic
loss .,by their invasion of improved and natural pastures.
Although stock reared on cape tulip pastures avoid the weeds,
strange .

stock are less discriminating and may die of poison-
ing. Since cape tulips are susceptible to hormone weedicides
many of the formerly heavy infestations are now being reduced
by weedicide spraying. To be effective this must be carried
out over two and possibly three successive years.. In South
Australia the cost of such treatment is estimated at nearly
£2 ,per acre per. year..,:

Despite this susceptibility to weedicides, cape
tulips still present problems in certain areas. In South
Australia they have invaded .areas -.of useful;hill pastures
where the rough nature of the- countrÿ makes the operation of
spray equipment impracticable. Similar difficulties occur
with some of the coastal infestations . ;of Western Australia
affecting low lying land whidir becomes :.very waterlogged
during the spraying season., is still said to
present problems in Victoria, Tartly because of the large
areas affected, and partly because this species is less
susceptible than H. miniata-to weedicide treatment.



AFRICAN BOXTHORN

African boxthorn is of considerably less agricul-
tural significance than the weeds previously considered. .

In Western Australia it is limited to certain restricted
coastal infestations and is mainly of importance as a host
plant for fruit-fly. In South Australia boxthorn is common-
ly found around the larger towns but is not considered to be
a problem under these conditions. It can be readily removed
if desired. It is, however, an increasing problem in the
extensive gr.azing areas north of Goyder's line where it is
forming dense thickets on the creek. flats. The sparse
settlement and large area of the region involved make erad-
ication difficult. Boxthorn is not regarded as a major .

weed problem in Victoria. In Queensland:it is regarded as
a potential rather than a present problem.

DESIRABILITY OF BIOLOGICAL CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Spiny emcx and soursob appear to be.desirable .

subjects for biological control investigations, since control.:
by other means.is only partly effective and.isitself injur -_
ious to agriculture. Furthermore they. affect adversely
both sheep .raising 'and cereal growing. As weeds. öf highly
organized agricultural systems their control is likely to be
followed by a considerable and rapid rise in production.

. The success of chemical control methods against
cape tulips suggests that the investigation of the biological
control of these weeds does not warrant a top priority.
However, it seems that they will continue to present local -.
ised problems to which biological control might be the most
satisfactory answer. The 'biological control of cape.túlips
could be justifiably investigated alongside other problems
of greater importance having the..same geographical location.

Where boxthorn is a pest in sparsely populated areas
having a low economic return per unit area, biological control
offers the only economically practicable method of control.:.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF SOUTH.
AFRICAN WEEDS

Although the genus Oxalis is a large one (800
species) soursob has no close botanical relative of economic
importance in 'Australiä. South :Africa is one of the main
centres of distribution of Oxalis. In Australia soursob is
attacked by the soursob mite Aplonobia oxalis Wom.


